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A Unique weekend at the Beresheet Hotel  

Combining Nature Body & Soul 
 
 

 

 

The Beresheet hotel is set amid a breathtakingly beautiful primeval landscape, near the ancient 

Spice Route, in a nature reserve on the rim of the Ramon Crater – an extraordinary natural 

phenomenon unparalleled in the world.  

This exceptional desert hotel, which maintains a dialog with the surrounding desert, allowing its 

essence to penetrate every corner, excels in its attention to even the smallest detail, as well as its 

emphasis on conscientious and uncompromising personal service alongside architecture and design 

that expand the mind and soul.  
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Our proposal Includes: 

 VIP at arrival 

 Private transfers arrival/departure 

 Desert  View room or Crater top room with half board 

 Enjoy the hotel SPA (Samples of packages): 

- Desert Ambiance - 3 Treatments: Ayurveda, Reiki and Reflexology  

- Relaxation & Renewal - 3 Treatments for your choice: Peeling treatment, Swedish massage, 

Reflexology. 

 

     

Hotel Spa                                                                       Yoga on the Cliff 

 

 Yoga classes - are offered as part of the program to guests at mornings. Additional sessions in 

scenic locations - At the Veranda of your room, at the edge of the creator, when sine rise or dawn 

-  can be coordinated as part of a special program 

 RIO ABIERTO dancing classes - are also offered by the hotel daily, additional workshops and 

sessions can be organized. 

* RIO ABIERTO (Flowing River) a form of dancing that contributes to self expression. The classes 

incorporate simple massages, dance end expressive movement, opportunity for self expression, 

relaxation, voice liberation and corrective body exercises; all done in a spirit of playfulness and 

effortlessness. It’s dynamic, fun, and effectively supports self-development. 

 

An abundance of activities and excursions can be combined in the program, here are a few:  

 Nocturnal astronomy experience (The Ramon crater has some of the darkest, most easily 

accessible skies in Israel) – 2 hours. 

 Guided walks on the crater rim or in the crater 2-4 hours 
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 A jeep safari, day tour or sunset tour into the crater. 2-3 hours 

 Horse riding on the rim of the crater1 1/2 - 2 1/2 hours 

 A guided tour of the ancient spice rout visiting Ovdat the Byzantine Nabatean city, a 

UNESCO world heritage site, Ein Ovdat a spring in the arid desert and a NANA local 

boutique winery - 3 hours 

                                

Nana Winery 


